
PowerPoint Presentation Vocabulary 

1. action button: a shape that, when clicked, causes an action to occur. Common 

actions include: go to the next slide, the previous slide, the first slide, the last slide, 

the most recent slide, or a specific slide. 

2. animation: the process of making a shape, text, or picture move on a slide 

3. background: the fill applied to a slide, which can be a color, gradient, texture, 

pattern, or picture 

4. cell: a cell is where a column and row meet in a table. Cells can hold words, 

numbers, or formulas 

5. clip art: a piece of computerized graphic art, such as illustrations, borders, and 

backgrounds that can be electronically copied or “clipped” from an electronic 

picture gallery and placed into a presentation for decoration purposes 

6. column: a vertical set of data found in a table 

7. contextual tab: an additional tab on the ribbon that appears when doing a 

specific task such as formatting a shape 

8. custom animation: in the program Microsoft PowerPoint, a slideshow feature 

that allows you to select various options for animating text, objects, and charts 

9. dialog box: a box that offers a series of choices. It requires the user to enter 

specific information to perform a particular function. 

10. dialog box launcher: a small arrow, at the bottom right corner of a group of 

commands, that opens a larger array of choices 

11. drop down arrow: an arrow that activates a drop-down menu. Typically, the 

menu is displayed below the arrow although sometimes the menu may appear 

beside the arrow. 

12. fill effect: in the program Microsoft PowerPoint, a series of background options 

for a slide. These options include gradient, texture, pattern, or a picture. 

13. flip: to turn an object over 

14. font style: the style applied to letters such as bold, italic, or underline 

15. footer: the area at the bottom of a slide that can be used to place information for 

identification purposes such as the date, slide number, or text 

16. gallery: a full list of available options for a command. For some commands, such 

as Shape Styles, clicking the More arrow opens a full list or picture gallery of 

possible choices. 

17. gradient: a gradual change from one color to another 

18. graphic organizer: a visual representation of a process, concept, or idea. Graphic 

organizers are known to help learning, create interest, to assist in organizing 

thoughts, enhance recall, and clarify information. Also called a concept map. 

19. handout: a print copy presented to viewers of a PowerPoint presentation. The 

handout may contain one, two, three, four, six, or nine slides on a page and may 

include notes. 

20. header: the area at the top of a slide that can be used to place information for 

identification purposes such as the date, slide number, or text. 
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21. hyperlink: a link made from words that when clicked opens a website on the 

Internet or a location within a file. 

22. insert: to include a file or object in a presentation 

23. italic: a font style that slants text to the right 

24. kiosk: a setting in PowerPoint that sets a presentation to run on a freestanding 

computer in a continual loop, which is used to display information. 

25. laser pointer: a tool used to emphasize or draw focus to important points by 

projecting a small bright spot of colored light 

26. mini toolbar: a small toolbar with quick access to formatting commands that 

appears when text is selected 

27. normal view: a view used to create slides. In this view, a list of slides in the 

presentation is displayed in the left pane, the current slide is displayed in the 

center pane, and the speaker notes are shown in the bottom pane. 

28. notes pane: a pane at the bottom of the window used to add speaker notes. 

29. object order: to stack objects one on top of another 

30. pen: a feature in Microsoft PowerPoint that changes the mouse pointer to a pen. 

The pen can be used to draw on a slide during a presentation to highlight key 

points 

31. placeholder: a box used to hold text or graphics on a slide 

32. preview: to view a presentation or document before it is printed 

33. rotate: to turn an object 

34. row: a horizontal set of data found in a table 

35. sizing handle: the small squares at each corner of a selected object 

36. slides pane: a pane in the middle of the screen used to display the current slide 

37. slide show: a multimedia presentation that displays information on digital slides 

38. slide sorter view: a view used to organize slide order. In this view is a window 

that shows a miniature picture of each slide in the presentation. In this view, slides 

can be dragged from one location to another. 

39. slides tab: a pane at the left of the window used to display thumbnails of all the 

slides in the presentation. When the outline tab is selected, only the text on the 

slides is shown. 

40. table: a grid of rows and columns used to organize information 

41. texture: a background for a slide that consists of a design that has a surface 

quality such as sandstone, marble, or wood 

42. transition: a special effect that moves one slide off the screen and the next slide 

on the screen during a slide show 

43. views: a bar at the bottom of the PowerPoint window that is used to switch 

between Normal view, Slide Sorter view, and Slide Show view 

44. web page: a page on the Internet or world wide web 

45. window controls: a set of three controls at the top right corner of a program 

window used to minimize, maximize/restore, or close the program window 


